__ makes
everything better.

"Can we get a
suggestion of
anything at all?" "__!"

That time when
you really wanted
to do a scene
about __, but your
scene partner
initiated with __.

The UCB is most
famous for their
improv. Few know
that they also
preach __.

Unwritten
workshop rule:
thou shalt not do
__!

Organizing a
festival is like
__:...

During a sex
scene, I usually
think about __.

Do a scene about
__, the audience
goes wild. Works
every time.

In a show about
__, the only
logical
side-support
move is __.

Improv is theater,
but with a lot
more __.

Before Colin
Mochrie was
known for
improvisation, he
was The Man in
__.

Best moment
when to edit a
scene? Whenever
they have __.

There comes a
time in every
improvisers
career when she
has to deal with
__.

"Who in the
audience has
seen us do __
before?"

The single most
__ brought the
common reason for sauna party to a
jaded improvisers: steaming end.
"They promised me
__, but all I got was
__!"

50 shades of __.

__ is not a prop
Workshops
we want to use on usually run for
stage.
three hours or
until someone
brings up __.

For my last
audition, I had to
show off my skills
with __.

My stock
character choice:
Batman, with a
kink for __.

If you've never
seen improv, the
only thing you
should know is
that it is all __.

Finland
International
Improv Festival,
otherwise known
as The Secret
Gathering of __.

"I don't like __",
said no improviser
ever.

The slogan of our
house team: "No
show is complete
without __!"

Three most
Learning The
important qualities Harold starts with
of an improviser:
mastering __.
humor,
spontaneity and
__.

Teaching
improvisers to go
with the first
thought led to __.

For this special
production,
everyone will be
equipped with __.

The Basement
Theater had a show
called "__ - The
Musical", which was
canceled due to
unforeseen
circumstances.

FIIF festival
sauna
after-parties are
world famous
because they
include __.

Put any two
improvisers in a
room; __ is
always a common
topic to talk about.

First, they block.
Then, they ask
questions. Only
later are they
experienced
enough to use __.

That time when
we had a show,
my parents were
in the audience
and I did a scene
about __.

After years of
hard work, our
coach finally
revealed to us the
secret of good
improv: __.

"__", the show
where everything
is made up and
the __ don't
matter!

Three categories
of improv: short,
long and __.

Anthony is fun to
play with, but
whenever someone
brings up __, you
know it will get
"interesting" rather
quickly.

TJ and Dave,
known in lesser
circles as __ and
__.

Before I kill you,
007, I want to
show you my __.

Step 1: __. Step
2: ???. Step 3:
profit.

"All you need is
__." - World
Famous
Comedian Trent
Pancy

After that incident Best way to give
with __, we
feedback about a
banned alcohol
scene? Use __.
from the rehearsal
space.

Billy, did that
scene really need
__?

Somehow, __
always make an
appearance in
every FIIF festival
to date.

Sex with me is
like __:...

Who knew that a
suggestion of __
would inspire so
many scenes
about __?

__: it was my
character choice!

Whose __ is it
anyway?

Bonding with the
cast.

Too tight pants.

Extra large dose
of arsenic.

Hippie
comedians.

The cowgirl
position.

The Slapdash
festival.

Illegal forms of
improvisation.

Active listening.

Unexpected
walk-ons.

Questionable
science.

Donald Trump.

Sexual tension.

Drinking alone.

A solid narrative.

Finland.

Dating.

Puberty.

Poorly scripted
play.

Stalking fans.

Estonian
improvisers.

God.

Revenge edits.

Annoying
toddlers.

Wet dreams.

Light direction.

Anonymous
Facebook
comments.

Badly cooked
omlet.

Used sauna
towel.

Complimentary
offers.

Puppy love.

Fresh banana
peels.

Weeping cast
members.

"yes, and...".

Alcoholism.

A poorly timed
edit.

Making things up.

Emotions.

Proper use of
tongue during
kissing.

Meaningless
scenes.

Mimed props.

Getting way too
serious with a
love scene.

Jumping off a cliff. Too expensive
cupcakes.

Generous amount
of hard liquor.

Stage violence.

The director's
vision.

Edible
poop-shaped
marshmallows.

The female
orgasm.

Very bad pickup
lines.

The Actor Who
Cried.

Voice exercises.

French kissing.

Sexist,
uncensored
dialogue
on-stage.

A dying
protagonist.

Sneaky ninjas.

A huge round of
applause.

Sarcastic ghosts.

The British.

Concealing a
boner.

Kid vigilantes.

Annoying cat
memes.

Horny kittens.

Amy Poehler.

Well-delivered
monologue.

Man-hugs.

Sexy hookers.

Racist character
choices.

Lady parts.

The FIIF festival.

Repeated
blocking of offers.

Suddenly
disappearing
fourth wall.

Unhelpful scene
notes.

Bowl of tasty
treats.

Pubic hair.

Improvisation.

Improvisers.

Immigrant
shopkeepers.

Second base.

Glass of red wine. Sexting during a
rehearsal.

Keith Johnstone.

Superman.

An intimate and
honest moment.

Ravenous
zombies.

The cake.

Condescending
stage partners.

Mimed porn.

Classical theater.

Costumes from
The Godfather.

The 5-minute
light.

A man's crotch.

Magical unicorns.

Improvised rap
contest.

Artistic director.

A great
performance.

Small, but tasty
pickle.

Cold, bubbling
beer.

Saunas without
swim-wear.

Hillbilly.

A team of bitter
old guys.

Intimacy
problems.

Space aliens.

Dirty underwear.

Twitter.

The union of
stage musicians.

Uncontrollable fits
of laughter.

A monoscene.

The first
experience where
a mercy-edit did
not come.

Gay Nazis.

Drunk driving.

Cuddling.

The Amish.

The UCB.

Strangely erotic
beatboxing.

Negative cash
flow.

A real-world
character from
Game of Thrones.

A cooking scene.

Bad horse jokes.

Grumpy detective. Nudity in dressing
rooms.

Slow seduction.

Breaking the
routine.

Spontaneous sex. Medieval torture.

Random love
letters.

Hot German
policeman.

Taking off your
clothes in mime.

Sexual
harassment suits.

Instant trouble.

Copious amounts
of alcohol.

The iO Theater.

Hentai.

Small nipples.

Poor improvisers.

